
Road Safety
Looking after yourself

on the road.
Walking or cycling are some of the most fun ways to keep your body healthy, but if you

cycle or walk near a road it’s really important that you keep yourself safe.

Roads can be very dangerous so you need to know how to look after
yourself when you’re near a road.
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Always remember the Green Cross Code.
STOP, LOOK, LISTEN.

Find the safest
place to cross and
never cross behind

parked cars.

When it is safe to cross,
walk across the road - 

don’t run!

Stop when you
reach the kerb.

If traffic is coming let it pass.

Look around
for traffic...

...and listen.

Unscramble the words below and use the highlighted
letters to complete the sentence at the bottom.
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Abdul walks to school with his friend each morning. It takes him
5 minutes to walk to his friend’s house, and then 20 minutes for
them both to walk to school. They must arrive at school by
8.30am. What time does Abdul need to leave home to get
there on time?

Rebecca cycles home from school every afternoon and it takes
her 10 minutes. If Rebecca leaves school at 3.15pm, what
time will she arrive home?

Josh must arrive at school by 8.45am. It takes him 20 minutes
to walk to there. What time should he leave the house? 

Work out what time Josh, Rebecca and Abdul will reach
their destination. Draw your answer on the clock.



Road Safety
Activities

Walking Safety

Cycling Safety

The
lollipop
man or
lady will
help you
cross
safely.

Learn how to
ride your bike

safely.

Keep yourself
safe on your

bike.

Wear bright
clothing and
put lights
on your
bike.

Cycle only
when it is safe.

Stay close to the adult
you’re walking with. Can you help Matt cycle safely through

the road safey maze?

Make sure you
can be seen.

At a pelican
crossing, press
the button and
wait for green
man before you
cross the road.

At a zebra
crossing, wait
until the traffic
has stopped
from both
directions
before you
cross the road.

Always use crossings properly.


